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This leading textbook for world religion is designed to help students in their study
and research of the world's religious traditions. Known and valued for its
balanced approach and its respected board of consulting editors, this text
addresses ways to study religion, provides broad coverage of diverse religions,
and offers an arresting layout with rich illustrations. Introductory sections on
understanding religion and the religions of antiquity lay the foundation for the
study of the numerous religious traditions highlighted in the volume, including
indigenous religions, Hinduism, Buddhism, Jainism, Judaism, Christianity, Islam,
Sikhism, and Chinese, Korean, and Japanese religions. The user-friendly content
is enhanced by charts of religious festivals, historic timelines, updated maps of
the world's religions, and a useful glossary. Both historical overviews and modern
perspectives for each religion are included. This third edition has several
updates, including a new design, a new section on women and religion, and a
newly revised section on religions in today's world.
Ready-to-build model included! Solomon's Temple, known as the location of the
famous Ark of the Covenant, was the focus of worship in Old Testament times.
What did it actually look like? Why was it built? What happened in the Temple?
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Discover the answers to all of these questions and many more in this informative,
fully illustrated guide to Solomon's Temple. Comes complete with ready-to-build
miniature replica of the Temple to inspire interactive learning.
An invaluable Bible Atlas for the Bible reader and student, with 79 original, fullcolour maps of Bible lands. Maps are carefully annotated to show the routes of
the great travellers such as Abraham, Moses and Paul; major battles, migrations
and invasions; and include explanatory captions detailing the significance of each
noted location. Richly illustrated in full-colour throughout - with photographs,
charts and diagrams - the text clearly chronicles the story of God's people from
the call of Abraham to the early spread of the Christian church.
This brief introduction to Hinduism is designed to help readers understand this
important religious tradition. With both nuance and balance, this text provides
broad coverage of various forms of Hinduism with an arresting layout with rich
colors. It offers both historical overviews and modern perspectives on Hindu
beliefs and practices. The user-friendly content is enhanced by charts of religious
festivals, historic timelines, updated maps, and a useful glossary. It is ideal for
courses on Hinduism and South Asian religions and will be a useful, concise
reference for all readers eager to know more about this important religious
tradition and its place in our contemporary world.
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Understanding the where of the world's religious traditions is an important
component of understanding the what. Now, as part of a brand-new series of
atlas resources, Fortress Press is pleased to offer an affordable, compact yet
comprehensive atlas of world religions.
Atlas of World Religions is newly built from the ground up. Featuring more than
fifty new maps, graphics, and timelines, the atlas is an immensely helpful
companion to any study of world religions. Concise, helpful text written by
acknowledged authorities guides the experience and interprets the visuals.
Consciously written for students at any level, the volume is perfect for
independent students, as well as those in structured courses. The atlas provides
ample and equal coverage of all of the world‘s major religious traditions, as well
as generous coverage of regional or indigenous traditions in specific regions of
the world. The atlas is grounded in a helpful section on the earliest humans and
the spread of the first organized religions, and it culminates in up-to-date maps of
religion in the world today.
The most popular introduction to Christianity ever published, Dowley's work tells
in an engaging way the dramatic, intriguing, and often surprising story of
Christians in their 2000-year journey. The book includes over 400 photographs
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and 30 maps, charts, and diagrams. Each new copy is packaged with the
paperback A Study Companion to Introduction to the History of Christianity,
which contains essential primary readings, biographical information, thematic
explorations of historical themes that important today, as well as a host of other
pedagogical tools that will enrich the student's experience.
This brief introduction to Judaism is designed to help readers understand this
important religious tradition. With both nuance and balance, this text provides
broad coverage of various forms of Judaism with an arresting layout with rich
colors. It offers both historical overviews and modern perspectives on Jewish
beliefs and practices. The user-friendly content is enhanced by charts of religious
festivals, historic timelines, updated maps, and a useful glossary. It is ideal for
courses on Judaism and will be a useful, concise reference for all readers eager
to know more about this important religious tradition and its place in our
contemporary world.
The second volume of the Baker History of the Church, this book covers the years AD
312-600, explaining how the church defended itself against unorthodox views and
clarified its definition of Jesus Christ.
Have you ever wondered who wrote the Bible, when all those Bible stories took place,
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or how the Bible has been preserved for thousands of years? This handbook is
designed to help you answer the who, what, when, where, why, and how of the Bible. In
it you’ll find an in-depth look at Bible people, places, and times, brought to life by
striking artwork. Whether used as a quick reference tool or as a beginning-to-end study,
The Crossway Illustrated Bible Handbook is a valuable addition to any Bible reader’s
shelf. Features include: More than 300 full-color illustrations, photographs, maps,
charts, and timelines Bible references in the accurate and readable English Standard
Version (ESV) Overview of the entire Bible Information on Bible times—food, clothing,
home life, medicine, travel, religion, and more Large-print format for easy reading
A completely new Bible Atlas for the Bible reader and student, with 79 full-color
computer-generated original maps of Bible lands. The maps are carefully annotated to
show the routes of the great travelers such as Abraham, Moses, and Paul, major
battles, migrations, and invasions. They also feature explanatory captions detailing the
significance of places flagged. Richly illustrated throughout with full-color photographs,
charts, and diagrams, with the text retelling clearly the story of God's people from the
call of Abraham to the early spread of the Christian Church. Book jacket.
DRAFT COPY - NOT READY FOR CIRCULATION
Discusses the people, places, and events mentioned in the Bible and life in Biblical
times.
A full-color resource for Bible geography and historical study. Carefully organized,
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competently annotated, and completely accessible information will make this a standard
reference book for years to come.
Here is a concise account of the history of the Church from Jesus's ascensiono the end
of the 20th century. There is also a 12-page, fold-out timeline ofhurch history, from the
early Church to the end of the second millennium.
Zondervan Atlas of the Bible ... a thoroughly revised edition of the most comprehensive
Bible atlas ever designed for • Students • Bible Study Groups • Adult Learners •
Travelers/Pilgrims to the Lands of the Bible • Pastors • Teachers • All Lovers of the
Bible This major revision of the Gold Medallion Award-winning Zondervan NIV Atlas of
the Bible is a visual feast that will help you experience the geography and history of
Scripture with unprecedented clarity. The first section of the Atlas introduces the
"playing board" of biblical history—using three–dimensional maps and photographic
images to help the lands of the Bible come alive. The next section, arranged
historically, begins with Eden and traces the historical progression of the Old and New
Testaments. It provides an engaging, accurate, and faithful companion to God’s
Word—illuminating the text with over one hundred full-color, multidimensional maps
created with the help of Digital Elevation Modeling data. It concludes with chapters on
the history of Jerusalem, the disciplines of historical geography, and the most complete
and accurate listing and discussion of place-names found in any atlas. Throughout the
Atlas, innovative graphics, chronological charts, and over one hundred specially
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selected images help illuminate the geographical and historical context of biblical
events. The Zondervan Atlas of the Bible is destined to become a favorite guide to
biblical geography for students of the Bible. This accessible and complete resource will
assist you as you enter into the world of the Bible as never before.
Christianity is the world’s largest religion, and has had a profound impact on the course
of civilization. Introduction to the History of Christianity is a beautifully crafted and
clearly written introduction to Christianity over its 2000 year history. The broad
underlying theme of the book is the interaction between Christianity and the secular
world, exploring how one has shaped and been shaped by the other. The volume does
not attempt to cover the whole of Christian history in detail. It focuses on three key
chronological periods pivotal in the development of Christianity: Christ and Caesar,
Christianity circa 300–500; Expansion and Order, Latin Christendom, circa 1050–1250;
and Grace and Authority, Western Christianity, circa 1450–1650, as well as a
concluding section on Christianity in the modern world, providing illustrative snapshots
of the tradition over the course of its long development. In addition, the volume includes
maps, timelines, quotations from primary source material, a glossary, and a further
reading section. No staid, laborious introduction to its subject, Introduction to the
History of Christianity offers an inviting and informative overview of this rich religious
tradition.
A new atlas of Christian history has been needed for many years. Now, Fortress Press
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is pleased to offer the Atlas of Christian History from acclaimed author and editor Tim
Dowley. The Atlas of Christian History is built new from the ground up. Featuring more
than fifty new maps, graphics, and timelines, the atlas is a necessary companion to any
study of Christian history. Concise, helpful text, written by acknowledged authorities,
guide the experience and interpret the visuals. Consciously written for students at any
level, the volume is perfect for independent students, as well as those in structured
courses. The atlas is broken into five primary parts that correspond well to most major
introductions to the topic. The final section on the modern era pays significant attention
to the growth of Christianity as a global religion. Extensive maps are provided that
illuminate Christianity in Asian, African, and Latin American contexts.
Now in its third edition, Tim Dowley's masterful one-volume survey of church history
has an updated design and new content, particularly in the section covering most
recent Christian history. The inviting full-color format includes many new images and
updated maps, while maintaining many of the features that made the second edition a
popular volume for the classroom.Dowley has assembled a global cast of respected
scholars to write the full story of the rise of the Christian faith and to provide a rounded
picture of the worldwide development of Christianity. The volume has been praised as
accurate, scholarly, and balanced. Its writers are committed to Christianity but also to
the unhindered pursuit of truth that does not avoid the darker aspects of the varied story
of Christianity.The accessible text is supported by detailed timelines, maps, profiles of
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key figures in Christianity, colorful images, and a complete glossary. Each section
includes questions for discussion.
Many have led and inspired others to discover the truth of God's Word. This book
retells how people guarded God's holy Word through history to the present day.
Every book of the Bible is the breath of God and the plan of salvation spans all of
Scripture. In this Bible overview each book of the Bible is summarised.
Children will love the bright illustrations and simple text in this delightful series of animal
books
A new, definitive atlas of the European Reformations has been needed for many years. Now,
in anticipation of the upcoming reformation anniversaries, Fortress Press is pleased to offer
tthe Atlas of the European Reformations. The Atlas of the European Reformations is newly
built from the ground up. Featuring more than sixty brand new maps, graphics, and timelines,
the atlas is a necessary companion to any study of the reformation era. Consciously written for
students at any level, concise, helpful texts guide the experience and interpret the visuals. The
volume is perfect for independent students, as well as those in structured courses. The atlas is
broken into four primary parts. “Before the Reformation” presents the larger political, religious
and economic context of Europe on the eve of the reformation. “Reformation” presents the
major contours of the reformation, including Lutheran, Reformed, English, and Anabaptist
movements. “Catholic Reform and Counter-Reformation” provides extensive information on
the reforming movements within Catholicism and the responses to other movements. Finally,
“Early Modern Europe” sheds fresh light on the movement and implications of the reformation
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in the later sixteenth and seventeenth centuries.
What was the purpose of the Tabernacle? What did it look like? What is the relationship
between the Tabernacle and the Temple? All these questions and many more are answered in
this fascinating story of the Tabernacle from it's orgins in the desert to the building of a
permanent temple.
How has the Bible come down to us? Who wrote it? Who decided which bookshould be
included in our Bible? These questions and many more are answeredn this introduction to the
intriguing story of how the Bible has come downo us through the tumultuous years of history.
An extensive anthology of poetry selected to please the varied moods and interests of boys
and girls
What did Mary and Joseph's house in Nazareth look like? What sort of boat did the fishermen
Peter and Andrew sail? How did Luke the physician help his patients? The answers to these
and many other questions about life in Biblical times are found in words and pictures in this
absorbing book, aimed at children aged 7-9 years.
Bible trivia expert J. Stephen Lang pulls together some wild and wacky biblical tales. Think the
Bible is boring? Think again. These tales will both entertain and enlighten the reader, and
engender a desire to read the Bible in search of more.
Tim Dowley's masterful one-volume survey of church history is now available in a new concise
format designed with today's student in mind. Each section of Dowley's Introduction to the
History of Christianity has been reviewed and content edited to create a more compact
summary of Christian history. This new, shorter introduction retains the full-color format of the
popular full edition, including the third edition's new images and maps. Dowley has assembled
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a global cast of respected scholars to write the full story of the rise of the Christian faith and to
provide a rounded picture of the worldwide development of Christianity. The volume has been
praised as accurate, scholarly, and balanced. Its writers are committed to Christianity but also
to the unhindered pursuit of truth that does not avoid the darker aspects of the varied story of
Christianity. The accessible text is supported by detailed timelines, maps, profiles of key
figures in Christianity, colorful images, and a complete glossary. Each section includes
questions for discussion.

For over twenty-five years, The Student Bible Atlas has been a trusted
companion for Bible students of all ages and interests. Clear, concise, colorful,
and priced for any budget, there are nearly 100,000 copies in print! All of the best
features of The Student Bible Atlas are retained in this beautiful new edition. The
table of contents remains the same, as does the tone and content. The layout,
however, is beautifully redone, with new maps that convey essential information
in a crisp, up-to-date way.
This leading textbook for world religions is now available in a more concise
version. Many of the features of Introduction to World Religions are retained in
this volume but with focus on the religious traditions themselves. The section on
religions of antiquity has been removed and key content in each chapter
streamlined to increase accessibility for students in their study and research of
the world's religious traditions. Known and valued for its balanced approach, this
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book offers an arresting layout with rich illustrations. It continues to provide broad
coverage of diverse religions, including indigenous religions, Hinduism,
Buddhism, Jainism, Judaism, Christianity, Islam, Sikhism, and Chinese, Korean,
and Japanese religions. The user-friendly content is enhanced by charts of
religious festivals, historic timelines, updated maps of the world's religions, and a
useful glossary. Both historical overviews and modern perspectives for each
religion are included. This edition includes several updates made to the new third
edition, including a new design, a new section on women and religion, and a
newly revised section on religions in today's world.
This reference book brings together information from a range of sources, to
provide information on the history of Christianity. It has been updated to include
recent events in Eastern Europe.
Student Bible that includes reference features to help students Grades 3-8 to
understand God's Word.
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